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Coastal Jazz presents WINTER JAZZ: A Cure for Seasonal Affective Disorder
FREE Concert Series at Performance Works, Granville Island: February 23-25, 2018
Coastal Jazz is pleased to announce WINTER JAZZ, a FREE concert series at Performance Works, February 23-25, featuring seven local and international
groups including the acclaimed Scandinavian jazz quintet Atomic, Juno-nominated bassist Jodi Proznick, singer/songwriter Marin Patenaude, roots rockers
The Sumner Brothers, vocalist Alicia Hansen, Thelonious Monk-inspired jazzers Monk’s Music, and indie fave Jasper Sloan Yip. Winter Jazz is presented with
Granville Island.

FREE Evening Performance Works Headlining Shows
The Sumner Brothers with special guest Marin Patenaude
Friday, February 23 @ 8PM Doors 7:30PM Free Admission

Country-roots rockers Bob and Brian Sumner (guitar and vocals) are hailed as creating “the finest
alt-country jams north of the 49th parallel”—Edmonton Sun. Tinged with old-timey twang, the brothers
have a decade worth of tunes tethered with raw, gritty vocals that range from ethereal to stormy
ballads. To Elliot — In Remembrance of Wolf released late last year is a departure from their last five
albums of original material—with a set of sweeping and spellbinding folksy covers by the likes of Bruce
Springsteen, Jolie Holland and Johnny Cash. With James Meger bass and Kenton Loewen drums.

Marin Patenaude
Singer/songwriter/guitarist Marin Patenaude’s absorbing sound is earthy, soulful, and heartbreakingly
beautiful, evoking comparisons with Joni Mitchell, Bonnie Raitt, and k.d. lang. Marin’s pure voice ties
together country, blues, and folk into something sublimely intangible. With an all-star band featuring
Cole Schmidt (Pugs & Crows, SICKBOSS) guitar, Pete Schmitt (Inhabitants, Sunkiller) bass, Skye Brooks
(Co-Pilots, Aeroplan Trio, Longhand) drums, and Peggy Lee cello.

Atomic

Saturday, February 24 @ 8PM Doors 7:30PM Free Admission
“Full of stark beauty, whispered threats and aural assaults, leavened by moments of exaltation.”—
Sydney Morning Herald
Since its inception in 2000, the Scandinavian ensemble Atomic has garnered widespread acclaim
for creating a completely unique and identifiable sound that seamlessly merges the American and
European jazz traditions. They are equally indebted to the music of Archie Shepp and Derek Bailey, and
use these sensibilities as sources of inspiration—not restrictions on their creativity. The compositions,
by Håvard Wiik and Fredrik Ljungkvist, are typical Atomic: thoughtfully constructed melodies alternate
with explosive passages by way of fast, unexpected changes. With Fredrik Ljungkvist reeds, Magnus
Broo trumpet, Håvard Wiik piano, Ingebrigt Håker Flaten bass, and Hans Hans Hulbækmo drums.
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Contact: John Orysik/Media Director - john@coastaljazz.ca
Coastal Jazz presents remarkable Vancouver concerts and opportunities to experience some of the best things to do in Vancouver.
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Coastal Jazz presents WINTER JAZZ: A Cure for Seasonal Affective Disorder
FREE Afternoon Performance Works Concerts: February 24-25, 2018 | All Ages Events
Jodi Proznick Quartet
Two shows - Saturday, February 24 @ 1PM & 2:10PM
Juno-nominated bassist Jodi Proznick is one of Canada’s finest mainstream jazz artists. Not only has
she released three albums—Foundations, Trilogy and most recently Sun Songs—she has also shared
the stage with PJ Perry, Oliver Gannon, Phil Dwyer, and Laila Biali, to name a few. She is joined by Tilden
Webb piano, Steve Kaldestad tenor saxophone, and Julian MacDonough drums.

Jasper Sloan Yip
Two shows - Saturday, February 24 @ 3:45PM & 5PM
“Eloquent and gently melodic”—New Music Canada
A veteran of the Vancouver indie scene, Jasper Sloan Yip is known for his earnest warmth and skillfully
introspective songwriting. In the fall of 2017 he released his third album, Post Meridiem, a reflective
self-portrait that climbs from whispered confessions to soaring soundscapes. Pensive, honest, and
heartfelt, a performance by Jasper is not to be missed.
Monk’s Music
Two shows - Sunday, February 25 @ 1PM & 2:10PM
Trailblazing genius Thelonious Monk forever changed the direction of music with his unorthodox
compositions and idiosyncratic piano work. This swinging tribute honours Monk’s contributions and
legacy in this his centennial year and is led by artful, dynamic drummer Dan Gaucher. With some of
Vancouver’s most sought-after and creative Vancouver jazz musicians: Dave Sikula guitar, James Meger
bass, Dave Say saxophone, and Brad Turner trumpet and piano.

Alicia Hansen
Two shows - Sunday, February 25 @ 3:45PM & 5PM
Haunting and sophisticated, Vancouver native Alicia Hansen’s “ethereal voice and classically informed
arrangements come together in experimental pop that’s both listenable and challenging” (NOW
Magazine). She has recorded four full-length albums of original material, the newest of which was
produced by Polaris-prize-winning producer Jesse Zubot, releasing May. Her sublime band features Ben
Brown drums, James Meger bass, Peggy Lee cello, and Lee Hutzulak electronics.
For full concert details and information: www.coastaljazz.ca
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Contact: John Orysik/Media Director - john@coastaljazz.ca
Coastal Jazz presents remarkable Vancouver concerts and opportunities to experience some of the best things to do in Vancouver.
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